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Er gilt als einer der bedeutendsten Naturwissenschaftler des Diese seine bedeutendste Entdeckung gab er noch
im selben Jahr in einem lateinisch geschriebenen Brief an die St. Korrespondierende Entwicklungsstadien
zwischen verschiedenen Tiergruppen gibt es dabei nicht, ein Wirbeltier z. Scholion der
Entwicklungsgeschichte, 1. Petersburger Akademie der Wissenschaften, wo er von bis als Zoologe und von
bis als Anatom und Physiologe arbeitete. Im Jahr wurde er in die Leopoldina aufgenommen. Nach ihm wurde
die Baerente Aythya baeri benannt. Thomas Henry Huxley , mit dem er befreundet war, und von dem er noch
mit Darwin verglichen wurde: Von bis zu seinem Tod lebte Baer in Dorpat , der Stadt, in der er einst studiert
hatte. Naturprozesse sind durch Zweck- und Zielstrebigkeiten gekennzeichnet, modellhaftes Vorbild dabei ist
die Embryonalentwicklung. Jahrhundert in Philosophie und Belletristik reicht. Beurteilungen, Nachrufe, Kritik
Bearbeiten A new and great ally for you. Thomas Henry Huxley an Darwin, Georg Dragendorff â€” ,
Pharmazeut, A founder of modern embryology, a naturalist of first order, an uncompromising opponent of
Darwinism. Emil Rosenberg â€” , Anatom und Biologe. Das ist heute anders geworden. Die reine Wahrheit
hat dieser Baer gesagt im Beginne des Ein inkonsequenter, aber praktizierender Atheist, der, wie allgemein
bekannt, die Lehren der Kirche ablehnt. Boris Jewgenjewitsch Raikow â€” , sowjetischer
Wissenschaftshistoriker, Stephen Jay Gould, Braunschweig Digitalisat doi: Karl Ernst von Baer, mitgetheilt
von ihm selbst, als Privatdruck , danach: Petersburg Welche Auffassung der lebenden Natur ist die richtige?
Entwicklung und Zielstrebigkeit in der Natur, hg. Crania selecta ex thesauris anthropologicis Acad. Cum
tabulis lithograficis XVI. Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung , Nr. Peter des Grossen Verdienste um die
Erweiterung der geographischen Kenntnisse. On the Genesis of the Ovum of Mammals and of Man.
Introduction by Bernhard Cohen. Welche Auffassung der lebenden Natur ist die richtige? Bidrag till Kungl,
Vetenskapakademiens Historia 3. Publikacija perevod i primecanija T. , hg. Petersburger Zeit Helmke
Schierhorn: Gegenbaurs morphologisches Jahrbuch Bd. Karl Ernst von Baer, Anton Dohrn: Transactions of
the American Philosophical Society Bd. HiN â€” Humboldt im Netz 24 , S. Biographien Bearbeiten Ludwig
Stieda: Karl Ernst von Baer. Baer, Karl Ernst von. Leipzig kurze Biographie. Karl Ernst von Baer â€” Sein
Leben und sein Werk. Rede, gehalten am Grabe, von Akademiker Dr. Karl Johann von Seidlitz:
Sitzungsberichte
der
Naturforscher-Gesellschaft
zu
Dorpat,
Bd.
Sitzungsberichte
der
Naturforscher-Gesellschaft zu Dorpat bzw. . Karl Ernst von Baer und seine Weltanschauung. Regensburg
Synthese von Baers Weltbild mit theistischer Schlagseite. Karl Ernst von Baer: The discovery of the
mammalian egg and the foundation of modern embryology. Nova Acta Leopoldina N. Die
Entstehungsgeschichte von K. Heinrich von Knorre, Helmke Schierhorn: Acta historica Leopoldina Nr.
Journal of the History of Biology Bd. Karl Ernst von Baer als Anthropologe. Findbuch zum Nachlass Karl
Ernst von Baer â€” Band 17, , Heft 2, S. Erki Tammiksaar, Sabine Brauckmann: History and Philosophy of
the Life Sciences 26 3â€”4, S. Lexikon der deutschsprachigen Literatur des Baltikums und St. Verlag Walter
de Gruyter, Berlin Die Grundlegung der Embryologie im , -, 21â€”23 . Ortrun Riha , Thomas Schmuck: Karl
Ernst von Baer â€” and evolution. International Journal of Developmental Biology Bd.
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Biography of Karl Ernst von Baer His full name is: Karl Ernst von Baer discovered the mammalian ovum and
the notochord and established the new science of comparative embryology alongside comparative anatomy.
His most important work is his treatise Ueber die Entwicklungsgeschichte der Thiere, Beobachtung und
Reflexion , the publication of which provided a basis for the systematic study of animal development. He was
also a pioneer in geography, ethnology, and physical anthropology. Early life Baer descended from an
originally Prussian family. One of his ancestors, Andreas Baer, emigrated from Westphalia to Reval, Livonia,
in the mid-sixteenth century. A collateral descendant of Andreas bought an estate in Estonia during the
mid-seventeenth century, and was made a member of the nobility. Karl was one of ten children, of whom three
were sons. Here Karl acquired the love of plants that late drew his interest to botany and natural history. At the
age of seven he returned to his own family. After private tutoring in their home, Baer spent three years at a
cathedral school for members of the nobility in Reval Tallinn , in order to prepare himself for a military career.
However, neither shining swords nor farting horses could stop his interest from changing to the natural
sciences. When Karl decided to enter the university, his father encouraged him to go to Germany, but he
insisted on entering the University of Dorpat opened six years earlier. He matriculated in August as a medical
student at Dorpat, where he was especially attracted by the lectures of the professor of physiology, Karl
Friedrich Burdach and G. He was conferred doctor of medicine on August 29 September 10 , Dissatisfied
with his medical training, he left Dorpat for further studies in Germany and Austria from to He spent the years
of and in Berlin and Vienna, but the crucial year of his education was the academic year Baer founded a
zoological museum, acted several times as director of the botanical gardens, and served terms as dean of the
medical faculty and as rector of the university. Baer took active part in the social life in Prussia. The first son
died in childhood; the second, Karl, who was interested in natural history, died of typhus at the age of
twenty-one while a student at the University of Dorpat. He was elected a corresponding member of the
Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg in , and in he refused an invitation to work at the academy, even
though his friend Pander was already there as an academician. In , however, he accepted an invitation to the
St. His hopes for a position at another German university were not fulfilled. When his elder brother Louis,
who had been managing the estate at Piep, died in , Baer - through the influence of certain family connections
- received a second invitation to St. Petersburg, which he gladly accepted. He then moved to St. Petersburg
with his wife and children. His wish to retain the Piep estate for his family and broken health resulting from
overwork may have been factors contributing to a move that had not seemed desirable earlier. Baer became a
full member in zoology of the St. Petersburg academy of sciences in , and remained there for the rest of his
working life, more than 30 years, "the finery and pride - the soul of the academy". First serving in zoology, he
in became academician for comparative anatomy and physiology, and from to he served as ordinary professor
in those fields at the academy of medicine and surgery in of St. He retired from active membership in but
continued to work as an honorary member until He then returned to Dorpat. His doctoral dissertation in , on
diseases endemic among Estonians, was ethnographically inclined. One volume of these lectures was
published in ; a second, although promised, did not appear. After becoming an academician in St. Petersburg,
he was able to satisfy his desire for travel, embarking on a career as a courageous explorer. In he left
Archangels for an exploration voyage to Novaya Zemlya, which was then uninhabited, to collect specimens of
flora and fauna. In he visited Trieste, and in the years , on assignment from the government, to investigate the
conditions of the fisheries all over the empire: During his extensive travels throughout Russia, Baer made
significant discoveries in geography, including one concerning the nature of the forces responsible for the
configuration of the riverbanks in Russia. He was responsible also for the founding of the Russian
Geographical Society, of which he was the first president. He contributed to the Academy at St. Petersburg by
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establishing an extensive skull collection. Baer classified man into six categories, ranked according to the
degree of primitiveness. His interpretations of some peoples as more primitive than others were similar to
those of his contemporaries and immediate predecessors; he did not bring to these areas the same vision that
he had carried into embryology. Nonetheless, at least one of his contributions to modern anthropology was
truly effective. Attempts to classify skulls were based on measurements, and Baer thought it desirable that
methods of cranial measurements be standardized. Other research Baer also did some work in entomology and
was instrumental in the establishment of the Russian Entomological Society, of which he was the first
president in He was deeply interested in pisciculture and in the Russian fisheries. The man â€” the Russian
Among his other abilities Baer had talents that distinguished him socially. He had great wit, which endeared
him to those who knew him, and he was very loyal to his friends. One friend in particular may be singled out.
The wife of Grand Duke Michael Pavlovitch, youngest brother of Czar Alexander I, she was an enlightened
and intelligent patron of the arts and the sciences; Baer instructed her two daughters in natural history and
enjoyed her friendship for many years. Baer was a patriotic Russian, as is clear from the zeal with which he
carried out his duties for the academy and from his evident interest in Russian geography and ethnography.
But he was also an expressed enthusiast of Prussia. His true political views remain obscure, for some were
expressed cryptically and others, we are told by his biographer Stieda, were probably eliminated from his
publications by the censors. Honours Baer received many honours during his lifetime. An Island in the
Russian North was named for him; and in the Estonian Knights held a celebration for him on the golden
jubilee of his doctorate. They also published his autobiography, which was especially prepared for that event.
Baer once wrote of Humboldt that he was "versatile, yet always accurate as an observer, deep and far seeing as
a thinker, exalted as a seer" Reden, I, He might well have been speaking of himself. After celebrating his 50th
anniversary as doctor of medicine, von Baer in moved to Dorpat, where he died on November 16, Bear,
however, was unable to meet the expense of purchasing the eggs and paying an attendant to watch the
incubators. In Pander described the early development of the chicks in terms of what is now generally known
as the primary germ layers - that is, ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm. Through painstaking and patient
effort he investigated germ cell lineage of a variety of species, thus establishing embryology as a comparative
science. He made many important technical discoveries. He also studied the development of fish, amphibians,
reptilians, mammalians, discovered blastula - a very important stage of development, studied notochord, the
development of foetal membranes and germ layers. In Baer discovered the egg of the mammal â€” including
human - in the ovary, bringing to completion a search begun at least as early as the seventeenth century. In it
he describes for the first time the mammalian ovum, thereby establishing that mammals, including human
beings, develop from eggs. Baer concludes that that "every animal which springs from the coition of male and
female is developed from an ovum, and none from a simple formative liquid". This was a unity doctrine whose
importance cannot be overemphasized. In this work Baer also made reference to the germ layer theory,
suggested the similarity of the early stages of embryonic development in related species, and observed the first
rudiment of the dorsal spine, later called the notochord. Baer is also considered to be one of the founders of
modern morphology as a result of his work in comparative embryology. Baer emphasized that embryos
resemble each other more than adults do, and he strongly opposed the popular opinion previously expressed
by Johann Friedrich Meckel that embryos of one species pass through stages comparable to adults of other
species - that they resemble adults of other species. Instead, he emphasized that embryos of one species could
resemble embryos, but not adults of another, and that the younger the embryo, the greater the resemblance.
This was in line with his epigenetic idea - basic to embryology ever since - that development proceeds from
simple to complex, from homogenous to heterogeneous. He described the development of vertebrates from
conception to hatching or birth. Baer observed the formation of the germ layers and described the way in
which they formed various organs by tubulation, and he knew this to be more or less similar in all vertebrates.
As part of the heritage of German Naturphilosophie in which he had been trained, Baer had a great interest in
symmetry. His embryological observations led him to believe that there are four fundamental animal types that
differ from each other according to their symmetry: These types were very similar to the four embranchements
described at approximately the same time by Baron Georges Cuvier Though Caspar Friedrich Wolff and
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others had previously observed the fold like germinal development of various vertebrate embryos, it remained
for Baer in this classic work on developmental anatomy to confirm the germ layer theory and to extend the
concept to mammalian embryology. Von Baer and the theory of evolution In his early days as an embryologist
Baer had begun to consider possible relationships, in terms of kinship, between animals. Baer, however, was
no strong adherent to the doctrine of transformation the pre-Darwinian term for evolution. Although he
believed that some very similar animals, such as goats and antelopes, might be related, he was vehemently
against the concept expressed in the Origin of Species that all living creatures might have evolved from one or
a few common ancestors. His discovery that embryonic homologues such as the fin of a fish and the hand of a
man begin as nearly identical structures was cited later by Darwin to support his theory of evolution. In his
philosophical writings - and all his embryological writings were philosophical to some degree - Baer saw
nature as a whole, even though not in terms of modern evolutionary theory. He viewed the development of
organisms and of the cosmos in the same light, and his all-encompassing view of the universe brought together
what might otherwise have seemed diverging threads in his thought. Entwicklungsgeschichte was the key
word in the title of his most important work, as well as in his thought. His great contribution rested on his
ability to envisage the organism as a historical entity, as a being that undergoes observable changes its life. As
for his writing, Baer began more than he completed. The second volume of his great Entwicklungsgeschichte
was never finished; he neglected even to read the proofs when the publisher decided to bring it out unfinished.
He began, but failed to complete, other writings; he never completely described his collections from Novaya
Zemlya. Nonetheless, he was a prolific lecturer and author. Welche Auffassung der lebenden Natur ist die
richtige? Und wie ist diese Auffassung auf die Entomologie anzuwenden? Ohne Zweifel ist auch der
Organismus ein mechanischer Apparat, eine Maschine, die sich selbst aufbaut. Studien aus dem Gebiete der
Naturwissenschaften.
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Family history[ edit ] Dohrn was born in Stettin Szczecin , Prussian Province of Pomerania , into a wealthy
middle-class family. His grandfather, Heinrich Dohrn, had been a wine and spice merchant , and had made the
family fortune by trading in sugar. His brother Heinrich Wolfgang Ludwig Dohrn was also a zoologist. In
Dohrn married sixteen-year-old Maria Baranowska, a refugee from Poland whom he had met in Messina.
They had four children Boguslaw, Wolfgang, Harald und Reinhard. Due to her linguistic abilities, Maria
became a successful translator. Maria Baranowska Entomology[ edit ] Dohrn was initially interested in
Hemiptera. In , he published Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Harpactoridae in Entomologische Zeitung and the more
important Catalogus hemipterorum. Morphology became one of the major ways in which zoologists sought to
expand and develop Darwinian theory in the latter years of the 19th century. Dohrn chose to become a
"Darwinian morphologist". From he was a Docent in zoology at Jena. During these times, he worked several
times at facilities located by the sea: Heligoland alongside Haeckel in , Hamburg in , Millport , Scotland with
David Robertson in and and moved to Messina , Italy, during the winter of together with his friend and
colleague Nicholas Miklouho-Maclay to work on the marine life of the Straits of Messina. In Dohrn was
called up to briefly serve in the Franco-Prussian War. Development of "zoological stations"[ edit ] Work
stations in the Naples laboratory in From to Karl Vogt had lived in Nice where he tried unsuccessfully to enlist
support for a marine zoological station one was later established as Observatoire Oceanologique de
Villefranche. Dohrn realised how useful it would be for scientists to arrive at a location and find a ready to use
laboratory. Dohrn rented two rooms for the "Stazione Zoologica di Messina", but quickly realized the
technical difficulties of studying marine life without a permanent structure and support facilities, such as
trained personnel and a library. Foundation of the Stazione Zoologica[ edit ] Main article: This choice was due
to the greater biological richness of the Gulf of Naples and also to the possibility of starting a research institute
of international importance in a large university town that itself had a strong international element. After a
visiting a newly opened aquarium in Berlin, the Berliner Aquarium Unter den Linden he decided that charging
the general public to visit an aquarium might earn the laboratory enough money to pay a salary for a
permanent assistant. Naples, with a population of , inhabitants, was one of the largest and most attractive cities
of Europe and also had a considerable flow of tourists 30, a year that could potentially visit the aquarium.
Dohrn overcame the doubts of the city authorities and persuaded them to give him, free-of-charge, a plot of
land at the sea edge, in the beautiful Villa Comunale on the condition that he promised to build the Stazione
Zoologica at his own expense. He opened the station to visiting scientists in September , and to the general
public in January Genealogische Skizzen which proposed the "change of function" theory of the origin of
vertebrates. The "Bench" system[ edit ] In order to promote the international status of the Stazione and to
guarantee its economic and hence political independence and freedom of research , Dohrn introduced a series
of innovative measures to finance his project. Firstly, the rental of work and research space the "Bench
system" , for an annual fee universities, governments, scientific institutions, private foundations or individuals
could send one scientist to the Stazione for one year where he or she would find available all that was required
to conduct research laboratory space, animal supply, chemicals, an exceptional library and expert staff. He
contributed his own library and obtained donations of books from publishers and authors, including Darwin.
This system worked extremely well, and when Anton Dohrn died in more than 2, scientists from Europe and
the United States had worked at Naples and more than 50 tables-per-year had been rented out. It was in fact at
Naples that international scientific collaboration in the modern sense was invented, based on quick and free
communication of ideas, methods and results. Legacy[ edit ] Map showing location of the Anton Dohrn
Seamount The success of the Stazione Zoologica, and the new way of thinking and funding research are the
main legacies of Dohrn. The model was copied a number of times throughout the world. Then, in , the Marine
Biological Laboratory was founded at Woods Hole and in the first laboratory on the west coast, the Hopkins
Marine Station , opened in California.
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The administrative and scientific internationality was based on the table system, that is, the renting out of lab
space. Research institutions are organisms of their own right. The balance between vision and management
allows for a sustainable mission. Research institutes are political structures. The Naples Station has maintained
its scientific autonomy due to the sustainable vision of its founder. Hospitality at the scientific, theoretical and
social level is a key factor to keep an institute alive and competitive. Networking and sharing resources is
essential for marine stations. Stazione Zoologica; Anton Dohrn; internationality; Naples experience;
hospitality; marine biology Figure 1. The Stazione Zoologica Anton Dohrn in Field trip to Helgoland, August
Standing from the left: Photo by Cesare Faraglia, Rome, The Naples Station in Villa Nazionale â€” Stazione
Zoologica. The Zoological Station between and Ragozino, Napoli sent on 31 October The Zoological Station
after with the main entrance to the courtyard under balcony and the east wing on the right. Anton Dohrn â€” ,
founder and director of the Naples Station in Guest investigators at the Naples Station between and ; a total of
research visits split up by nationality. Reinhard Dohrn â€” in his office in the s. Francesco Saverio Monticelli
â€” , Italian Zoologist. Postcard from the s. The Naples Station after with the new library above the arch,
between the first central building and the second building left. Alberto Monroy â€” , Italian embryologist,
director of the Stazione Zoologica â€” , approximately References Boveri T Anton Dohrn. Boveri T Anton
Dohrn Graz, De Masi D La fabbrica della scienza. La stazione Zoologica di Napoli. Dohrn A Delle presenti
condizioni della zoologia e della fondazione di Stazioni Zoologiche. Nuova Antologia gennaio: Stazione
Zoologica Anton Dohrn. Stazione Zoologica di Napoli. Ghiselin MT The origin of vertebrates and the
principle of succession of functions. Genealogical sketches by Anton Dohrn. An English translation from the
German, introduction and bibliography. History and Philosophy of the Life Sciences Gierke H Die
zoologische Station in Neapel. Verlag von Theodor Fischer. Groeben C Anton Dohrn â€” the statesman of
darwinism. Biological Bulletin suppl. The Biography of a Work of Art. Groeben C The Stazione Zoologica: A
Clearing House for Marine Organisms. The Pacific and Beyond, pp. University of Washington Press. Groeben
C Tourists in science: Proceedings of the California Academy of Sciences 59 suppl. La Stazione zoologica
Anton Dohrn. Berlin â€” New York: Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti. Journal of the History of the
Neurosciences
Heuss T Anton Dohrn: Johns Hopkins University Press. International Journal of
Developmental Biology Montalenti G Vicende della Stazione Zoologica negli anni di guerra. Pubblicazioni
della Stazione Zoologica di Napoli Pierantoni U Fr. Raffaele F Salvatore Lo Bianco, n. Sereni E The
chromatophores of the cephalopods. Biological Bulletin 59 3: Pubblicazioni della Stazione Zoologica di
Napoli 39 suppl. Vogt C Die zoologische Station in Neapel. Vom Fels zum Meer 2: Walsh J Naples Station:
Science 2 June Wilkins MHF I. Ultraviolet dichroism and molecular structure in living cells. Eletron
microscopy of nuclear membranes. Publicazioni della Stazione Zoologica di Napoli 23 suppl. Young J
Fenomeni istologici consecutivi alla sezione dei nervi nei Cefalopodi. Young JZ Cephalopods and
neuroscience. Further Reading Boveri M Verzweigungen. Eine Autobiographie, herausgegeben von Uwe
Johnson. Matacena G La riscoperta del golfo incantato. Stazione Zoologica Anton Dohrn www.
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Karl Ernst von Baer, mitgetheilt von ihm selbst. On the genesis of the ovum of mammals and of man. Isis 47, ,
De ovi mammalium et homonis genesi. Epistola ad Academiam Imperialem Scientiarum Petropolitanam.
Comments on De ovi mammalium et hominis genesi.. California Unifersity Press, Commentar zu der Schrift:
De ovi mammalium et hominis genesi. Fragments relating to philosophical zoology. Arthur Henfrey and
Thomas Henry Huxley eds. On the development of animals, with observations and rejections. Translation of
Ueber Entwickelungs-Geschicte der Thiere. University of London Press, Nova Acta Leopoldina 12[13?
Sketch of animal life in Nova Zembla Novaiia Zemlia. The Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal On the
recent Russian expeditions to Novaia Zemlia. On the ground ice or frozen soil of Siberia [Transl. Athenaeum ,
No Silliman New Haven , Intelligence upon the frozen ground in Siberia [Transl. Recent intelligence of the
frozen ground in Siberia. London, , 8, p. Statistical and ethnographical information. Statistische und
ethno-graphische Nachrichten ueber die russischen Besitzungen and der Nordwestkueste von Amerika.
Imperial Academy of Sciences. Compiled and translated by Stephen Watrous. Baer, Karl Ernst von
Translated and with notes by E. A letter to Ch. Darwin of 5 May Dorpat Tartu. Karl Ernst von Baer - Anton
Dohrn Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 83 3. Oppenheimer, Christiane Groeben;
introduction by Jane M.
6: Karl Ernst von Baer â€” WikipÃ©dia
Correspondence, Karl Ernst von Baer (), Anton Dohrn () by Karl Ernst von Baer (Book) Autobiography of Dr. Karl Ernst
von Baer by Karl Ernst von Baer (Book).
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Christiane Groeben (Herausgeber): Karl Ernst von Baer (), Anton Dohrn (). Correspondence, Transactions of the
American Philosophical Society, Band 83, , Christiane Groeben, M. Ghiselin: The Zoological Station in Naples and its
impact on Italian Zoology, in A. Minelli, S. Casellato, Giovanni Canestrini: zoologist.

8: Karl Ernst von Baer
Baer, Karl Ernst von. "Translation of 'The Indians of Upper California' from Karl E. von Baer's Some Remarks About the
Savages on the Northwest Coast of America," n.d. Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley; CU item

9: Anton Dohrn - Wikipedia, la enciclopedia libre
, English, Book, Illustrated edition: Correspondence, Karl Ernst von Baer (), Anton Dohrn () / edited by Christiane
Groeben ; with an introduction by Jane M. Oppenheimer ; translations from the German by Christiane Groeben and
Jane M. Oppenheimer.
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